1. With the help of an adult, cut out the spyglass on the next page.
2. Roll it up and tape the ends to make it look like a tube.
3. Color the pictures below.
4. With the help of an adult, cut out the pictures and glue them onto the spyglass.
5. Now you are ready to find BOZ!
Spyglass Activity

Have your kids play their own version of I Spy.

1. Run off the spyglass sheets for each child. Have each child create and decorate his or her own spyglass.
2. Print and cut out the BOZ sheets and place them around the room.
3. Tell the kids, “I spy BOZ with” one of the shapes and have them use their spyglasses to find BOZ holding that shape.
4. To add a little difficulty, you can color the shapes and have the kids find BOZ with the correct colored shape.